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Linda Vista-Annandale Association 
Pasadena, CA 

 
November 18, 2021 
 
Board of Zoning Appeals 
City of Pasadena 
 
Re:  BZA Appeal Remand of HDP #6838; 1820 Linda Vista Ave.; BZA Hearing 11/18/2021 
 Agenda Item:  3.B. 

 
Chair Coher and Board of Zoning Appeals Members: 
 
The Linda Vista-Annandale Association (LVAA) has reviewed the proposed project in the 
context of this Remanded Appeal and has the following comments. 
 
Continuing Failure to Consider View Rights.  As LVAA has stated before and again below, 
there are good aspects of this proposed Project.  BUT View protection is of paramount 
importance to us.  LVAA worked very hard to have the current View protection provisions 
included in the Hillside Overlay Ordinance after several terrible examples of loss of Views of 
the Mountains.  These provisions should be strictly enforced. 
 
The “revised” Project makes no attempt to avoid blocking the protected Views.  Exhibit III 
attached to Mr. Weaver’s letter is definitive.  The proposed Project will block protected Views.  
This is the end of the discussion – the proposed Project blocks protected Views and fails to 
respond to the View rights of the neighboring property.  The Hillside Development Permit 
application should be denied (again) on this basis. 
 
Neighborhood Compatibility:  No Basis to Modify “Neighborhood.”  The arguments to modify 
the Neighborhood because the Neighborhood is in both the RS- -HS and RS-4-HD areas are 
unconvincing.  These two Hillside areas are very similar in geographical characteristics and 
character-defining features.  Both zones involve larger Hillside lots that terrace down from the 
Hills toward the Arroyo; both areas include similar types and sizes of homes; and it is almost 
impossible to perceive the “boundary” of one versus the other zoning district.  The request to 
modify the Neighborhood should be denied.  
 
All Requested Excess Neighborhood Compatibility Square Footage Should Be Denied. 
Assuming that the Neighborhood is not modified, the revised Project requests 37 square feet 
of Excess Neighborhood Compatibility instead of the previously requested 844 excess square 
feet. 
 
The requested 37 square feet of Excess Neighborhood Compatibility square footage should be 
denied on the basis that, as determined by the BZA previously, the required Finding (again) 
cannot be made that no additional View impacts will result from granting the additional 
Neighborhood Compatibility square footage. 
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“Serial Permit” Issues and Overall Project; Slope and ADU Issues.  LVAA appreciates the fact 
that the “whole” proposed Project apparently is before the BZA for comprehensive review:  the 
HDP proposal, the ADU, and the Pool/Deck.   
 
So, what happened to the balance of the “excess” square footage for this proposed Project 
from the last BZA review?  Apparently, it no longer “counts” because it has been pushed into 
and included in an attached ADU.  This seems quite “clever” but may not succeed.   
 
LVAA continues to discuss with staff that in recent legislative actions the Planning Commission 
and Council intended that ADUs not be permitted in the Hillside Overlay Zone areas based on 
public safety concerns.  These public safety concerns include Wildfire issues such as narrow, 
winding hillside streets; ingress and egress issues including one way in and one way out 
evacuation issues, including likely gridlock on Linda Vista Ave.; and the impacts of Central 
Arroyo and Rose Bowl disaster evacuation challenges.  Apparently, there are errors in the 
applicable City Ordinances, and we continue to call these out to staff for urgent correction. 
 
LVAA finds Mr. Weaver’s CEQA arguments compelling when the proposed Project is 
considered as a “whole.”  The proposed HDP and the ADU and the Pool/Deck should have 
received environmental analysis and may not be exempt. 
 
We continue to be concerned about the potential significant impacts from this whole proposed 
Project with respect to Hillside topography and grading.  Preservation of the natural 
topography in the Hillsides and minimal grading in connection with Hillside projects are 
foundational principles of the Hillside Ordinance Overlay Ordinance.   
 
This whole proposed Project is in an “environmentally sensitive” area and, therefore. 
environmental review should be required, particularly since environmental equilibrium and 
preservation are important Hillside Ordinance principles. 
 
Good Aspects of the Proposed Project.  The proposed Project incorporates several good 
features that we have encouraged on other hillside sites, including:  leaving the existing house 
in its original site location, thus preserving the existing Front Yard setback and rhythm of the 
block face; placing the bulk of new square footage in a manner that preserves the perception 
from Linda Vista Ave. that the residence remains a one-story house that "reads" as horizontal 
in design; and, and proposing new square footage in a manner to avoid adding on a typical 
second story which adds mass and bulk.  However, View protection issues must be 
addressed, and protected Views preserved, and potential significant impacts from the whole of 
the Project considered and analyzed for mitigation, including CEQA review. 
 
Thank you for considering and responding to our comments and concerns. 
  
Sincerely, 
 

Nina Chomsky  

Nina Chomsky, LVAA President;  cc:  LVAA Board of Directors 
 


